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Abstract

Since the emergence of MPI (Message Passing Inter-
face), how to improve its performance has always been a
goal for MPI library implementation. This paper proposes
an efficient architecture to achieve this goal from a very low
level: using multi-threaded model to implement MPI point-
to-point operations in order to overlap communication and
computation. Compared to single-threaded active polling
communication used by most of the implementations, multi-
threaded provides more parallelism. A dedicated thread,
which is responsible for communication, can spare substan-
tive CPU time for computation. Multi-threaded point-to-
point operations have been implemented and tested, and the
result is compared with single-threaded implementations in
this paper. Both theoretical analysis and experiment result
show that the multi-threaded model greatly enhances the ef-
ficiency of MPI point-to-point communication. This model
is adopted in an ongoing MPI implementation project called
FiTMPI.
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1. Introduction

MPI (Message Passing Interface) [7] has becoming a
dominant standard in the world of parallel computing. It
is intended to establish a practical, portable, efficient, and
flexible standard for message passing. MPI standard con-
sists of more than a hundred functions, which can be cate-
gorized into several modules, including point-to-point com-
munications, collective communications and so on. The
efficiency of Point-to-point communications directly influ-
ence the overall performance: on the one hand, they are di-
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rectly called point-to-point functions by user’s code, on the
other hand, many implementations use them as the basis of
collective communications.

The ability to efficiently overlap communication and
computation has long been considered as a significant per-
formance benefit for MPI applications [4]. In message pass-
ing paradigm, communication is usually carried out by net-
work interface adapter, and if they can perform communi-
cation asynchronously, the cost of message passing on the
host processor can be greatly reduced, thus low CPU over-
head can be achieved, and the saved CPU resources can be
utilized in computation.

This paper proposes a multi-threaded model to overlap
communication and computation. This way is different
from other methods to achieve overlapping, such as OS-
bypass mechanism and non-blocking operation provided by
MPI itself.

This new model is used in FiTMPI, which is an ongoing
project aims at implementing a high performance, easy-to-
use, and grid enabled MPI library.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the
following section, related work is briefly introduced. The
detailed design of multi-threaded model and implementa-
tion issues are described in Section 3 and the theoretical
evaluation of this model is showed in Section 4. Section 5
presents the experiment results and Section 6 outlines pos-
sible avenues of future investigation.

In this paper, point-to-point communication mainly
refers to the communication on TCP/IP protocol stack on
Ethernet.

2. Related Works

Multithreading is a mature technique in the communica-
tion world. After being studied in lab for decades, multi-
threading programming (MT) has already been widely sup-
ported across platforms [10]. There are three different def-
initions for thread libraries competing for attention today:
Win32, OS/2, and POSIX [2].



Although multithreading is used to achieve overlapping
communication and computation in this paper, the overlap-
ping problem has been already studied in several layers,
from physical layer to application layer. Myrinet[3] and
Infiniband[1] are the representations of the OS-bypass com-
munication technologies. The two OS-bypass communica-
tion technologies are solutions to overlapping requirement
from bottom to up, hence for the traditional infrastructure
such as TCP/IP running on Ethernet, the overlapping ca-
pacity cannot be easily utilized.

Boris V. Protopopov proposed a multi-threaded MPI ar-
chitecture and discussed several performance and program
issues [11]. In that paper, the architecture is developed in
the framework of the MPICH [8] software architecture. Un-
fortunately, no successive information is supplied about this
architecture, without knowing experimental results, no con-
clusion can be derived.

3. Design and Implementation

Although the multi-threaded model aims at improving
the overall performance of MPI, it only has relation with
point-to-point communication functions. Fortunately, the
hundreds of MPI functions can be easily categorized into
several modules, and point-to-point is an independent one.

3.1. Design

The point-to-point module is shown in Fig.1. It has two
threads running by turns. The user thread is the main thread
of the process, and a daemon thread called worker thread is
started in the MPI INIT call, running detached, and termi-
nated automatically when the process exits.

Request queue and event queue are two lists contain-
ing Message State Objects (MSO). Every MSO corresponds
to an MPI send/recv operation, either has been called by
user’s code or came from underlying network but not yet
called. When user’s code calls MPI send/recv actively, user
thread first generates an MSO and checks if this request is
already done in the event queue. If not, the request is ap-
pended(produced) to the request queue and consumed by
worker thread. If a message comes from underlying net-
work, the worker thread receives it without hesitance and
append(produce) it to the event queue, later when the re-
ceive request is posted and user thread finds it in the event
queue, this MSO copies message data to user’s buffer lo-
cally.

There are another collection data structures: bridge ta-
ble and pollfd array. The former is used to translate process
rank and communicator to the network entry of this pro-
cess, namely its host address and listening port. This table
is filled up in initialization phase but the bridge’s connec-
tion status is updated during send/recv operations. Pollfd

Figure 1. Point-to-point module design.There
are two dashed lines representing the oper-
ation sequence. 1: translate process rank
and communicator to the network entry of
this process, namely its host address and lis-
tening port. 2: sets the events on which fd
(file descriptor, an identity for a socket con-
nection) worker thread is interested and gets
the occurred events on fd. 3: Active polling

array stores the events on which worker thread is interested
and the events occurred.

There are several other modules in an intact MPI library,
but the performance is heavily dependent on collective and
point-to-point modules, and all the collective operations are
built on top of point-to-point ones, so the improvement in
point-to-point module leads to an overall enhancement.

3.2. MPI SEND Implementation

MPI SEND is also called the standard mode send, com-
pared with MPI BSEND, SSEND and RSEND. In this
mode, it is up to MPI to decide whether outgoing messages
should be buffered. If MPI buffers message, the send may
complete when buffering is done, before a matching receive
is posted [7].

Most of the other MPI libraries choose not to buffer
messages, while this one always tries to. In initialization
the library code allocates a block of memory as library
buffer. MPI SEND first generates an MSO and appends it
to the request queue, and then looks up enough buffer for
the message from library buffer, if there is, the message is
copied into buffer and waits to be sent by worker thread, and
the MPI SEND called in user thread returns; else the user
thread goes to sleep until the message is sent across network
by worker thread in the standard fashion. The logic is drawn
in Fig.2.

On the other hand, the worker thread continuously
checks the status of network event by polling and the con-



Figure 2. MPI SEND logic diagram

tent of library buffer. If there is any byte pending in library
buffer, worker thread sends it. Any writable socket’s ap-
pearing also causes the return of polling, and then worker
thread sends message through the socket.

3.3. MPI BSEND Implementation

MPI BSEND is buffered send, whose complete means
the message is buffered in a user submitted buffer. In multi-
threaded model, MPI BSEND can safely return as early as
the MPI standard claims. Worker thread takes the respon-
sibility of copying messages from user submitted buffer to
receive end and finishing transferring the remaining data.

3.4. MPI ISEND Implementation

MPI ISEND is a non-blocking send and returns after
it starts the send operation. The functionality in single-
threaded MPI and multi-threaded one is the same for
MPI ISEND, but the successive operation is different. In
single-threaded library, after MPI ISEND, no operation
is executed before calling send complete call, such as
MPI WAIT. However, in multi-threaded library, successive
operation is continuously carried out by worker thread, with
the user thread running in parallel.

3.5. MPI RECV and MPI IRECV Implementation

When a MPI RECV function is called, it first checks if
there is any matching MSO in event queue. If there is,
it simply de-queues this MSO from event queue and en-
queues it to request queue and copies the message to user’s
buffer. Else it generates an MSO and appends it to request
queue and goes to sleep until the worker thread finishes re-
ceiving this message. This portion is similar as how the
single-threaded MPI dose.

The major difference is in the worker thread. Just when
the worker thread is started, it begins polling read event on
connected socket. If a message arrives and the matching
receive MSO is already in request queue (posted), worker
thread receives it; if un-posted message arrives, worker
thread also receives it and buffers it. That is to say, whether
send operation is prior or posterior to receive operation,
the communication always proceeds as long as resource
is ready. Comparatively, in single-threaded MPI, commu-
nication may often be blocked because of asynchronous
send/receive pair.

The logic of MPI IRECV is similar to MPI RECV ex-
cept that it returns immediately after appending MSO to the
request queue. Communication progresses in the worker
thread and completes in the receive complete call(e.g.
MPI WAIT).

4. Theoretical Evaluation

There are several parallel program evaluation models,
such as LogP [6]. In this paper, an extended LogP model is
used, which contains nine parameters: LosorgsgrGP [9].
L and P is the same as in LogP model, and the new param-
eters has the following meaning:

1. os: overhead on sender side, the time that the host pro-
cessor is engaged in sending a message and cannot do
any other work. or: overhead on receiver side.

2. osb: overhead on sender side using buffer, the time that
the host processor is engaged in copying user data to
library buffer. orb: overhead on receiver side using
buffer.

3. gs: gap on sender side, the minimum time interval be-
tween consecutive message transmissions at a node.
gr: gap on receiver side.

4. G: time per byte for a long message.

For most systems, os >> osb and or >> orb, since
message buffering only runs in user level and is very simple,
while copying to network interface takes a lot of time on
packaging and calculating header fields by protocol code,
which runs in kernel level.

In this section, a theoretical analysis of basic MPI point-
to-point operations is given by comparing single-threaded
implementation with multi-threaded one, and some perfor-
mance expectations are deduced. In the following sections,
st means single-threaded, and mt multi-threaded.

4.1. Evaluation of MPI SEND

For single-threaded MPI SEND, under the extended
LogP model, the time spent in MPI SEND using ea-



ger/rendezvous protocol from one process to another in dif-
ferent nodes takes tsend−st :

tsend−eager−st = os + L + os (1)

tsend−rndv−st = os + (k − 1)G + L + os (2)

In multi-threaded model, when there is available library
buffer, MPI SEND copies the message to buffer and returns
immediately, the time spent in MPI SEND tmt is:

tsent−mt = osb (3)

According to the comparison given above os >> osb, an
expectation can be given:

If there is library buffer, multi-threaded MPI SEND is
much faster than single-threaded one.

4.2. Evaluation of MPI BSEND

As mentioned in section 3.3, single threaded
MPI BSEND is implemented the same as MPI SEND.
So the equation (1) and (2) can be reused here. In multi-
threaded model, MPI BSEND is actually implemented as
one scenario of MPI SEND, and its duration time is also
osb, so the second expectation is as follows:

The multi-threaded MPI BSEND is much faster than
single-threaded one.

4.3. Evaluation of MPI ISEND

For non-blocking send, the time spent in MPI ISEND is
the same for both single-threaded and multi-threaded:

tisent = os (4)

But the application using MPI ISEND may behave differ-
ently. Fig 3. shows the normal usage of MPI ISEND: user
code first calls MPI ISEND and returns back to do some
computing and then calls MPI WAIT to make sure the send
operation is finished. In single-threaded process, the send
operation only progresses in MPI ISEND and MPI WAIT,
so the total time spent is the summary of t1, t2 and t3. For
multi-threaded process, after returned from MPI ISEND,
send operation continues concurrently with user code, so
when user code calls MPI WAIT, fewer steps remain for
send operation and MPI WAIT may take much less time.

Here comes the third expectation:
The time spent in MPI ISEND is the same for single-

threaded and multi-threaded implementation, but the appli-
cation using MPI ISEND and MPI WAIT may run faster.

Figure 3. MPI ISEND and MPI WAIT

4.4. Evaluation of MPI RECV, MPI IRECV

As a receive operation, MPI RECV can be called in
two scenarios, which are the matching message having al-
ready arrived and not arrived yet. For the first scenario,
MPI RECV only fetch the matching message from event
queue, so the time spent trecv−event is:

trecv−event = orb (5)

But for the second scenario, MPI RECV must wait twait

period for the sender to call send function and then execute
the whole receive operation, thus the time trecv−request is:

trecv−request = twait + tsent (6)

Obviously, trecv−request is much longer than trecv−event.
In single-threaded and multi-threaded MPI, those two

scenarios have the same operations and take the same time.
But the possibility of the appearance of the first scenario
is not that same. For multi-threaded MPI, the first sce-
nario happens more frequently. The worker thread contin-
uously polls every connected socket, and receives message
as long as there is one. On the contrary, in single-threaded
MPI, only if some previous receive operation polls the same
socket can lead to receive an un-posted message, and this
happens comparatively rare.

In single-threaded MPI the corresponding send opera-
tion, if it is blocking, must wait for the receive operation
to be posted, and waste a lot of time doing nothing at all,
while multi-threaded MPI SEND sends message to receiver
process’s worker thread. Fig.4 shows this situation.

5. Results

This section presents the performance of point-to-
point communication in multi-threaded and single-threaded
model. In order to show the difference only incurred
by multi-threading, tests are experimented on two simi-
lar implementations, single-threaded version (st) and multi-
threaded version (mt). The two are almost the same, except
for point-to-point communication model.



Figure 4. Communication time between
sender and receiver

The experiments are executed on a PC cluster, whose
nodes are connected by 100M Ethernet. Each node has a
Pentium IV 2.4GHz CPU and 512M memory, and the op-
eration system is Redhat Linux. Pthread library used is the
LinuxThreads.

5.1. Blocking Send operations

Fig.5, 6 shows the time spent in MPI SEND operation
for both st and mt implementation. Although the time
in MPI SEND increases when the message length grows,
multi-threaded version tsent−mt is always less than single-
threaded time, either when the message is short or long.
This result proves the first expectation given in section 4.1 is
true. Because the library buffer used in current implemen-
tation is 1 MB, the exhaustion of buffer does not appear.

Figure 5. MPI SEND time for short message

In st, when the message length exceeds 64K bytes, the
send time increases extensively, from 50 microseconds at
10K to 3 seconds. This is because the message is long
enough to use rendezvous protocol to interact with the re-
ceive end. Contrastively, send operation in mt keeps low
latency since it only copies the message to library buffer.

According to the analysis in section 4.2, MPI BSEND in
st is similar to MPI SEND in st and MPI BSEND in mt is

Figure 6. MPI SEND time for long message

Operation MPI ISEND MPI WAIT
Length ST MT ST MT

10 52 6 15 15
100 63 6 14 16
1K 66 6 15 15

10K 147 20 14 14
64K 205 167 13 17

128K 62 343 2063322 15
256K 100 852 2187928 16
512K 87 2017 2487301 15

Table 1. Non-blocking send operation time
(microsecond)

similar to MPI SEND in mt, so the results are similar and
not mentioned again.

5.2. Non-Blocking Send operations

Evaluating the performance of non-blocking send op-
eration should take the time spent in MPI ISEND and
MPI WAIT into consideration. Actually the time spent on
user code between MPI ISEND and MPI WAIT may also
affect the result, but in this paper this time is set manually
to 2 seconds. Tab. 1 shows the results for different mes-
sage length. Also MPI ISEND finishes in the same period,
MPI WAIT behaves differently. As time in MPI WAIT in-
creases badly in st, MPI WAIT in mt always takes several
microseconds, since major operation is finished between the
2-seconds’ user code.

5.3. Receive operations

As shown in section 4, MPI RECV should be same for
multi-threaded and single-threaded model. But the two sce-
narios for MPI RECV vary a lot. Fig.7 shows that in the
first scenario the receive operation is posted after the mes-
sage has arrived, MPI RECV keeps costing only dozens of



microseconds, but in the second scenario, MPI RECV costs
a lot time for long message.

Figure 7. MPI RECV operation time

According to the analysis in section 4.4, the possibility
of the first scenario’s happening is much larger in mt than in
st, so the averaged performance of MPI RECV is enhanced
in multi-threaded model.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

From the theoretical analysis and experiment results, an
overall conclusion that a multi-threaded model achieves a
higher point-to-point MPI communication performance can
be made. Although for some scenario multi-threaded archi-
tecture is not better than the single-threaded one, most of the
time it dose behave much better. In this paper only simple
send/recv operations are tested, but the proposed architec-
ture is very likely to show wonderful result in real applica-
tion on larger scale cluster.

The architecture described in this paper consists of two
threads, a worker thread and a user thread. Some research
proposes allocating a thread for every connection, which is
commonly called multi fabric communication. This archi-
tecture may achieve surprising results for collective opera-
tions.

Portability is another issue for multi-threaded program.
Although Pthread[2] has already been accepted across oper-
ating systems, there are still platforms which don’t support
it. For those platforms , point-to-point module must be re-
implemented.
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